Female
Leadership
Program
The world is
moving forward and
crying out for female leaders
who are passionate, empathic
and powerful. It is time to
answer the call.

“This is an exclusive hide away for personal
growth, self-experience and self-reflection.“
Dr. Ingrid Berkel and Carina Melander, Trainers

The time has come for female leadership.
Welcome to a program uniquely developed
for female leaders

F

emale aspects of leadership will be asked
for in the future. Today many women in
business lack acknowledgement of their unique
female being. They wish to be seen as complete individuals, allowed to express their
needs and live their personal style.

I

n today’s business world the male leadership
style is prevalent, and has been for generations. Both men and women have had to
adjust to this to become successful. However,
focusing on only one gender style has resulted
in an imbalance. For the new and challenging
future that is approaching, companies as well
as the society need to live the two gender
styles given to us as human beings.

F

emale leaders have a vital role to play this
21st century and each of them embodies
the power to influence, to decide, to lead, to
develop and to be an empathic change agent.
Female leadership is the key to transforming
organisations, communities, politics and
society itself, to creating sustainable change
through authentic feminine action coming
directly from the inherent inner source.
Enduring change has to happen in a new
leadership paradigm where values such as

Passion, consciousness, intuition,
empathy, foresight, presence,
wisdom, essence of being,
connection, inner self, feelings,
truth, purpose, identity, love,
trust, higher power and win-win
approaches

Lost women

play essential roles.
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Organisations risk losing their female talent when
the female leadership style is not accepted in an equal
coexistence with the male leadership style.

Source: Your loss: How to win back your Female Talent, 2010

Balance is the…

F

emale leadership means bringing the
male and female principles within ourselves together into balance. Predominantly
men and women tend to live their male
principle. To achieve balance, it is necessary
to first wake up the hidden feminine
power in us. On Earth, in organisations and
in society, there is an imbalance between the
male and female polarities for the benefit of
male energy. The time is ripe for a balance
of these two energies. Evolution takes place
when both aspects are considered equal.

… ultimate goal.

I
“Jeder Mensch verliert Kraft,
wenn er nicht sein ureigenstes
Potential lebt.”

n our intensive female leadership program,
our goal is to prepare women for the
future challenge in leadership. Therefore,
we provide an environment conducive to
deep reflection and listening to your soul
and support you on your journey to develop
and discover your unique leadership style.
We wake up the hidden feminine principle
to integrate it with the male principle for
a balanced and powerful leadership
personality.

Who?
For
all women leaders
who feel the call

Your benefits

Your company‘s benefits

•

Expansion of your personal horizons and
the female power of leadership

W

•

Strengthening of your inner and outer
female voice

•

Integration of your female and male
aspects to a stronger and more complete
self

•

Access to your female intuition and learn to
lead from the wisdom of your heart

•

Recognition of the power of female businesswomanship and trust in your female
strength

•

Acquiring of knowledge and strengthening
of your personality for your next step in life,
wherever it will lead…

omen tend to stay in organizations
where their personal female style is
accepted and appreciated in an equal
co-existence with the male leadership style.

T

his program is designed to help organizations retain and develop their female talent
and to fill their talent gap in middle and senior
positions.

W

e all know that companies gain from
a co-operative company culture where
diversity and differentiation is accepted and
nurtured. Where there is balance between
the male and female leadership principle,
complementary to each other, operating on
equal terms, cooperation runs smoothly and
exceptional results are achieved.

Program content

Our approach

The program consists of four modules over a
nine month period and can only be booked in
its full length.

Expect respect for your femininity!

Module 1

The Call for Female Leadership
•
•
•
•

Leadership is a journey
Female and male principles
The power of politics and resistance
The essence of being a female leader

Module 2

The Power of Femininity
•
•
•
•

Evolution of matriarchy and patriarchy
Co-operation between genders
on equal terms
Creation of power and love
Following passion and purpose

Module 3

Women of Wisdom
•
•
•
•

Leadership archetypes
Trusting your intuition
The source of inner energy
The nature of wise women

Module 4

Women Pioneering the Future
•
•
•
•

The fifth dimension
Visionary leadership
Living my authentic self
Female agent of change for
a balanced world

Yoga sessions will be offered in the
evening for those interested.

You will be part of an exclusive group of
10 talented female leaders in a highly agile
program which will fully adapt to the needs
of the group. Your active participation in the
training will enhance everyone’s learning.
This is a unique and intensive female leadership program led by a highly professional and
experienced training and coaching duo.
Both are former top management leaders in
international business.
The program gives you deeper access to your
female resources for successful and authentic
leadership.
Fresh impulses and the latest thinking about
female leadership power, as well as long-forgotten knowledge about the source of femininity, will ensure a profound and enriching
learning experience.
You will experience a mix of plenary and group
sessions, talking circles, individual work, pair
work, small group coaching, biographic maps
and deep reflection to stimulate and create
new neural pathways.
Together we will examine the diverse
approaches used by both genders and explore
the new leadership paradigm that woman can
embody in the 21st century.

This is a
bilingual program
in German and
English.

Next available dates can be found in
the inserted registration form.

Trainers

Dr. Ingrid Berkel

Carina Melander

Dr. Ingrid Berkel is a psychologist, coach and
management trainer. Dr. Berkel has gained
leadership expertise as a top manager in international banking institutions and as an executive partner in international IT business, which
she applies to coaching and advising men and
women who are international top managers.
In her lectures, she addresses the feminine and
masculine principles, the relationship dynamics
between women and men as well as how openminded, mutually respectful encounters are
made possible.

Carina Melander has more than 20 years of
experience in operational and strategic
HR roles. She has been a member of different
multicultural management teams and responsible for international HR organizations.
When leading major development initiatives,
she has gained extensive expertise in change
and transformation processes for individuals,
teams and organizations.

She integrates twenty years of professional
experience and psychological know-how into
directing her companies, “Gender Dynamics”
and “my Coaching Company”.
Dr. Ingrid Berkel earned her doctorate in
Organization and Business Psychology.

Swedish-born, Carina Melander has been living
and working in Munich, Germany, for many
years. She is a certified ICF coach and fluent in
both English and German.
Carina Melander now directs her own business,
supporting senior management in creating
high-performance teams, managing top talent
and implementing transformation programs.

Dr. Ingrid Berkel
Pfalzgrafstraße 3
D-85356 Freising
Phone +49 8161 986 16 33
Mobile +49 160 970 955 00
ingrid.berkel@gender-dynamics.com
www.gender-dynamics.com

